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2016: A Balancing Act

The Montour Trail found itself in an interesting position in 2016. The big bridge completions of the year before had made the trail a lot more complete and connected, so overall awareness of the Montour and interest in it had increased. As expected, usership had taken a jump, particularly in the central Washington County and in South Park areas. This presented an opportunity to get some of those new trail users interested in becoming members or even volunteering for one of the many different tasks needed to keep the trail, and the trail organization, healthy and in good condition.

So, it’s still critical to focus on all of the complex requirements involved in completing the remaining sections of trail. At the same time, the needs continue to increase for more volunteers, especially those with a more diverse set of skills. Add in the maintenance of existing trail, plus the new sections. The continual balancing of all these competing needs was certainly one of the major areas of attention in 2016.

Volunteers Always Anchor the Core

All of you who came out and volunteered for the trail just cannot be thanked enough. The successes of 2016, like those of all previous years, are entirely due to your efforts. At a busy time in the world and in our lives, we all have lots of other things calling for our attention. But the trail is important to you, so you engaged in some trail issue and moved it along. Some of you took on large, complex tasks that took a lot of time, perhaps extending over the course of the entire year. These efforts, along with hundreds of those of shorter duration, add up to what the Montour Trail accomplished last year. Once again, the total volunteer hours can only be estimated: somewhere in the range of 24,000. It’s a huge effort, and a measure of how important the trail is to the people of the region.

The Friends Groups Remain Strong

Joining a Friends Group trailside work party is still a frequent entry point for new volunteers. Some of the 2015 work parties saw a number of people who had showed up for the first time. Sometimes they came back, and became regulars. The Friends Groups continue to work on communication and follow-up, to try to encourage new people to stick around. In addition to performing maintenance on their local section of the trail, Friends Groups are the key outreach of the Montour organization to the local community, including business leaders, schools, and municipal government, particularly elected officials. These kinds of fruitful interactions grew stronger in 2016, leading to the best relations with our host communities to date.

Committees Start to Fill in the Missing Pieces

Last year the newly expanded Real Estate Committee enlarged its scope well beyond crossing easements, to proactively managing Montour’s real estate footprint; this kind of awareness and expertise in real estate matters had been sorely needed for a long time. The Operations Committee continued to encourage all the different parts of the Montour organization to integrate together more cleanly. Specifically, they conducted a user survey, which yielded up much useful information. They also launched an organizational assessment, intended to get us to look at ourselves unflinchingly, with an eye to how we can better achieve our mission. And the Membership and Community Outreach Committee, by setting up on the trail, got a lot of new members. They are also improving the ways in which we reach out to the public, to more effectively tell the Montour story.

In the overall layout of how everything about the Montour Trail gets done, there are still lots of detours and missing gaps. Going forward, filling in these kinds of operational and communication gaps will loom large, in much the same way that completing gaps in the physical trail has consumed much of our energies in the past.

More Trail Got Built

After 2015’s yearlong administrative delay, the Pleasant Street trail section went into construction in 2016, and was completed and opened late in the year. It and the companion Library Viaduct finally worked together as designed, and began to carry a lot of trail traffic. This considerable triumph set the stage for a dual ribbon cutting, which just took place in June 2017. At the far western end of the trail, the Montour Street piece of the Coraopolis trail project was completed mid-year. All the way east, in Clairton, a new trailhead and adjacent trail section was built for us by the municipal authority. So, the extreme ends of the Montour are now both completed.

. . . and Planning to be Built

The remaining ¾-mile part of the Coraopolis project was mostly designed last year, and awaited regulatory clearance. (It still does.) In South Park Township, the half-mile Piney Fork trail section was also largely designed and awaiting approvals. In Library, we were awarded a DCNR grant to build trail through the former Consol property, but awaited actual release of the funds. (We still do.) There’s still main line trail to be
built, and these three projects got off to a good start in 2016.

Last year also saw the beginnings of a wholly new phenomenon for us, namely new trailside communities. Two of these got started with their planning stages: a residential community in Cecil and a mixed use development in South Park Township near the Port Authority T station.

**Setting the Stage for the Future**

The more trail we have, the more trail we have to maintain. The more trail users we have, the more complex trail operations become. How can we assure that funding and people will be in place to take care of these issues, long term? It was these sorts of questions to which the Montour Trail Council directed much attention last year, and started to take steps towards some of the answers. We felt that we were making enough progress at overall trail management to apply for the Trail of the Year competition. As you all now know, this will be the big story of 2017.

**Members and Donors Provide Broad, Enduring Support**

At its foundation, the Montour Trail Council is a membership organization. Membership is stronger than ever, and donations are up, making a loud statement that the trail is very important to an increasing number of people, some local, but some pretty far flung. It’s clear that the people of this region want to keep the trail in place and in good shape for their children and grandchildren to use and enjoy.

Your Board of Directors, along with everyone who works on the trail, thanks you all for your ongoing support of the Montour Trail.

**Thank you 2016 sponsors and special donations!**

- Mediterra Bakery
- Miller’s Ace Hardware
- Sunny Bridge Natural Foods & Cafe
- SDC Nutrition
- Opeka Auto Body
- Park West Supply
- Pat & Al Cambridge
- Penna Flame Industries
- Pi Gamma Mu
- Pittsburgh International Airport
- Pro Bike Run
- Pittsburgh Pro Bikes
- UPMC Centers for Rehab Services
- 3 Saints Bakery
- SDC Nutrition
- Seven Springs
- Joseph M. Somma Funeral Home
- South Hills Honda
- Southpointe Investment Group
- Southwest Gastroenterology
- Southwestern Pennsylvania Eye Center
- Sweetwater LLC
- The Tandum Connection
- The Eye Gallery
- Tony Zubak Insurance
- Top Gear Bicycle Shop
- Trek of Robinson
- Pleasant Valley Veterinary Clinic
- Washington Health System
- WJ Designs
- WYEP 91.3 FM-WESA 90.5 FM
- 2016 In Memory of & In Honor of
  - Margaret Morris
  - Nicholas & Megan Voss
  - Daniel & Margaret Macel
  - Brian & Christina Ciaverella
  - Robert & Faith Hedin
  - Anne & Chris Griffin
  - Duane & Karen Hollinger
  - Don & Jo Ann Culp
  - Sarah Cox
  - Mari & Kevin Abbott
  - Walter Dassdorf
  - Nancy & Steve Hiner
  - Thomas & Leslie Joyce
  - Mary Ellen Ulicny
  - Ellen & Henry Marziale
  - Donations were received in memory of John Staab made by
  - Robert & Faith Hedin
  - Christy Lynn O'Connell
  - Duane & Karen Hollinger
  - Tom Rice
  - Ben & Patricia Capper
  - RN & James W. Hosey made by
  - Giving Tree
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  - Nicholas & Megan Voss
  - Daniel & Margaret Macel
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  - Robert & Faith Hedin
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Donation received in memory of Justice W. Hasey & James W. Hasey made by Tom Hasey

- Donations were received in memory of Thomas Morris made by
  - Helen B. Mills
  - Susan Morris Ferrare
  - Linda Santoline
  - Kevin Lucas
  - Audrie & Alfred Covelli
  - Helen M. Herreid
  - Irene Bucci
  - Irene & Richard Bauer
  - Kathleen Thurman
  - Tom Rice
  - Joe Bernot
  - Len & Christine Cuniak
  - Dan & Jennifer Kerekes
  - Jason & Tracy Gerard
  - Christy Lynn O'Connell
  - Joseph Peterson
  - Judy Cole

Donations were received in memory of Robert Rabold made by

- Andy & Sandy Gans
- Robert E. Jahn
- Benjamin Tu
- Kimberly Minkalis
- John Wojcik
- Melissa Sadler

- Donation received in memory of Robert Rabold made by
  - Andy & Sandy Gans
  - Robert E. Jahn
  - Benjamin Tu
  - Kimberly Minkalis
  - John Wojcik
  - Melissa Sadler

- Donation received in memory of Marshall Fausold made by Sharon Newman

- Donation received in memory of James T. Hosey & James W. Hosey made by Tom Hosey

- Donation received in memory of James T. Hosey & James W. Hosey made by Tom Hosey

- Thank you to the following companies who matched their employee’s donations or made a contribution on behalf of their employee:
  - The Hillman Company
  - PPG Industries Foundation
  - BNY Mellon
  - CA Technologies
  - SPX Foundation
  - Verizon Foundation

Every attempt is made to ensure that listings are correct, but if there are errors or omissions please contact us.
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Thank you!
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